TC1 SLIDE

Backer location will be determined after print is created. Holespan equals bottom of box to bottom of top rack.

PLEASE FILL OUT THE INFORMATION BELOW

A= ROLLER HEIGHT
B= LENGTH OF SLIDE OPENING IN SIDEWALL SEE NOTE 5.25" LARGER THAN MEASUREMENT (F)
C= HEIGHT OF SLIDE OPENING IN SIDEWALL SLIDE OPENING IS EQUIVALENT TO 1.25" PLUS ROLLER HEIGHT (D)
D= HEIGHT OF SLIDE BOX
E= DEPTH OF SLIDE BOX max depth of rack is 38"
F= LENGTH OF SLIDE BOX

HOLE CENTER (MEASURE CENTER OF GIB TO CENTER OF GIB)

TYPE OF SYSTEM (STANDARD) (TRIPLE) (VII)

WIPER TYPES
OUTSIDE SEAL [EK] [FLAT] [KE]
INSIDE SEAL [EK] [FLAT] [KE]

COLUMN TYPE [STANDARD] [SCREWCOVER]

COLUMN COLOR [WHITE] [BLACK]

MOTOR OPTION [300:1] [500:1]

RACK COLOR [CLEAR] [BLACK]

APPROX. WEIGHT OF FINISHED ROOM

If weight exceeds 1000 lbs please contact LCI representative

APPROVED BY (CUSTOMER) ___________________________ DATE __________  SLIDE TECH ___________________________

SPECIFIED NOTES
SLIDE OPENING MUST BE 5.25" LARGER THAN LENGTH OF ROOM

If your box is within this criteria, it will not require rollers. And may not exceed 650 lbs.
Over the years of running a mobile RV repair service, having a dedicated place to access service manuals for all the different appliances and components found on RVs was something that I always had a desire to create.

I hope this resource makes your RV repairs easier, as it has mine, but please be careful and follow proper safety practices when attempting to repair your own RV.

If in doubt, please consult with a professional RV technician!

All service manuals provided on www.myrvworks.com are believed to be released for distribution and/or in the public domain.

DARREN KOEPP – OWNER, MY RV WORKS, INC.